
Chapter 15
Decomposition-Based Queueing Network
Analysis with FiFiQueues

Ramin Sadre, Boudewijn R. Haverkort

Abstract In this chapter we present an overview of decomposition-based analysis
techniques for large open queueing networks. We present a general decomposition-
based solution framework, without referring to any particular model class, and pro-
pose a general fixed-point iterative solution method for it.We concretize this frame-
work by describing the well-known QNA method, as proposed byWhitt in the early
1980s, in that context, before describing our FiFiQueues approach. FiFiQueues al-
lows for the efficient analysis of large open queueing networks of which the inter-
arrival and service time distributions are of phase-type; individual queues, all with
single servers, can have bounded or unbounded buffers. Nextto an extensive evalua-
tion with generally very favorable results for FiFiQueues,we also present a theorem
on the existence of a fixed-point solution for FiFiQueues.

15.1 Introduction

In this chapter we present an overview of the FiFiQueues method (and supporting
tool) to evaluate large open queueing networks with non-Poissonian traffic streams
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and non-exponential services. FiFiQueues is an example of adecomposition-based
queueing network evaluation approach, in which the overallevaluation is broken
into per-queue evaluations, thus making the method highly scalable.

The earliest work on open networks of queues has probably been reported by
Jackson [20]. The so-called Jackson queueing networks (JQNs) allow for the analy-
sis of open networks of M|M|1 queues, in which jobs are routed according to fixed
probabilities. The external arrival process forms a Poisson process; arrivals may be
spread over more than one queue. Departures from the queueing network are also
possible.

In the mid 1970s, Kühn developed an approximate evaluationapproach for an
extended class of models [27], including non-Poissonian arrivals, as well as service
times that followed other than exponential distributions.As an extension of this
approach, Whitt proposed the QNA method in the early 1980s [49, 50]; QNA can be
seen as a full-fledged approach to evaluate networks of G|G|1 queues approximately.
Since our FiFiQueues approach can be regarded as an extension of QNA, and still
relies on some of the assumptions made in QNA, we concisely present QNA in
Section 15.3.

We are not the only researchers who have worked on extensionsof QNA, nor are
the extensions of QNA that we describe here the only possibleextensions. Schuba
et al. [46] reported on work involving the inclusion of multicast communication
using routing trees (instead of the usual routing chains). Heindl et al. proposed
decomposition-based analysis techniques taking into account correlations in the
traffic streams between the queueing nodes, e.g., by using MAPs and MMPPs as
traffic descriptors, cf. [17, 19, 20, 21]. Kim et al. [24] proposed an extension of
QNA to include correlations in the traffic streams. For two small networks that are
studied in detail (with 2 and 3 nodes resp.) better results than with standard QNA
are obtained. The question how well the method scales to larger and more complex
queueing networks remains open. Finally, in 1990 Harrison and Nguyen proposed
the QNET approach [12] which, however, appears impracticalfor large queueing
networks. A simplification of QNET, calledΠNET (described in the same paper)
appears more practical; however, its approach is very similar to that of (standard)
QNA.

The aim of this chapter is to present in detail the complete set of extensions we
have proposed, and that led to the approach now known as FiFiQueues. FiFiQueues
extends QNA in two ways: first, it extends the model class, andsecondly, it removes
a number of approximation steps from it. In particular, we donot address general
G|G|1 queues, but allow instead for both PH|PH|1 as well as PH|PH|1|K queues.
That is, we allow for phase-type distributions as inter-arrival and service-times, but
at the same time also allow for finite- and infinite-buffer queues. This choice has
two implications. The restriction to phase-type distributions allows us to use exact
analysis algorithms for the per-queue evaluations, e.g., based on matrix-geometric
methods. Secondly, the introduction of finite queues allowsus to model queueing
networks with losses, which has a severe impact on the solution of the traffic equa-
tions and forces us to follow a fixed-point iterative algorithm to solve them.
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The chapter is further organized as follows. In Section 15.3we summarize the
QNA method. In Section 15.4 we present the FiFiQueues algorithm and its im-
plementation in an integrated tool. We then present a large number of cases to
validate both basic FiFiQueues and its extensions (againstsimulation results) in
Section 15.5. Finally, Section 15.6 presents some conclusions. To keep the chapter
self-contained, we added appendices on Jackson queueing networks (Section 15.7),
on Markovian arrival processes, phase-type distributionsand quasi-birth-death pro-
cesses (Section 15.8), as well as a proof of the existence of afixed point for the
models we study (Section 15.9).

We finally remark that we already worked on some further extensions on Fi-
FiQueues. We extended our approach to also deal with closed queueing networks,
as published in [44]. Furthermore, we developed extensionsthat deal with correla-
tions in traffic streams, as well as with higher moments [40].

15.2 The decomposition approach

Sketch of the idea

A common approach to evaluate the performance of communication systems is to
construct and analyze a large monolithic model, often via anunderlying state-space-
based representation (typically a Markov chain). However,analysis methods relying
on an analysis of such a large state space usually suffer fromthe state space explo-
sion phenomenon: If two modelsA andB with a resp.b states are composed to a
new “product model”A×B, this model has potentiallya·b states (this assumes that
there are no mutually exclusive states). For large systems models, the number of
states quickly grows beyond what can be practically handled.

The decomposition approach aims to reduce the complexity ofthe analysis by
decomposing the system into smaller components that are analyzed more or less
independently, thus avoiding the analysis of the overall full state space. The basic
idea is the following: If we have two submodelsA andB, with a resp.b possible
states, we avoid to construct and analyze the full “product model” A×B. Instead we
do the following:

1. We assume that the system has the structureB(A) instead ofA×B, i.e., that in
the resulting composition the submodelB depends onA but not vice versa.

2. Based on that assumption, we analyze modelA independently ofB and summa-
rize its behavior in some so-calleddescriptor dA.

3. The descriptordA is used to parameterize modelB and we analyze the new model
B(dA) with b(dA) states instead ofB(A) with a ·b states. Hence, the decomposi-
tion approach reduces the number of states to analyze froma ·b to a+b(dA).

4. Now, we know the behavior ofA combined withB. The global behavior of the
system can then be derived.
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Of course, this approach only makes sense ifB(dA) has fewer states thanB(A). In
general, this requires that the descriptordA is only an approximation toA and, hence,
the decomposition approach only provides an approximationto the original model.

In the context of queueing networks, the submodels are naturally equivalent to
the individual queueing stations and the descriptor represents the inter-station traffic.
For example, in a tandem queueing network with two stationsA andB, the descriptor
dA is obtained by analyzing stationA and actually is a description of the traffic
stream that departs from stationA and arrives at stationB. Hence, we will often call
dA a traffic descriptorin the following.

Open questions

The approach described above leaves several open questions:

1. What do the traffic descriptors look like?
2. How are more complex systems analyzed? Note that in the example above, the

assumed structureB(A) would basically restrict the analysis to tandem queueing
networks.

3. How are the individual stations analyzed?

These questions are addressed by various decomposition-based analysis methods
in different ways, thus leading to different model classes.When we describe the
Queueing Network Analyzer (Section 15.3), FiFiQueues (Section 15.4), and the
analysis of Jackson queueing networks (Section 15.7), we have to address these
three questions for each method separately. However, sincewe focus on the anal-
ysis of open queueing networks with feedback, we can alreadygive some general
answers to question 2 and 3 which are true for all methods.

The analysis of complex networks

In an open queueing network withN queueing stations, the traffic descriptordesci, j
describes the traffic stream from queueing stationi to station j, with 1≤ i, j ≤
N. The outside world is represented by a “virtual” stationext, hence, we denote
the traffic arriving from outside to stationi asdescext,i , and the traffic leaving the
network fromi asdesci,ext. We rely on the fixed-point iteration algorithm presented
in [14, 48] to analyze such networks:
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1 initialize all traffic descriptorsdesc(0)
i, j :

2 setdesc(0)
i j to thenull value if i 6= ext

3 setdesc(0)
i j to the specified value ifi = ext

4 n := 0
5 do
6 n := n+1

7 analyze each queueing stationi with arrival trafficdesc(n)
k,i , 1≤ k≤ N,

8 and compute departing trafficdesc(n)
i, j , 1≤ j ≤N.

9 while dist(desc(n),desc(n−1)) > ε
10 compute network-wide performance results

In each iteration the queueing stations are analyzed using the available descriptions
of the traffic arriving at the stations (line 7). The analysisallows to compute station-
related performance measures, such as the mean queue length, and, more important,
the description of the traffic leaving the stations (line 8).In this way, a new set of

traffic descriptorsdesc(n) = {desc(n)
i, j |i, j} is computed in each iteration.

When the algorithm starts only the descriptions of the traffic arriving from out-
side are known (they are part of the model specification). Hence, all other descriptors
are initially set to thenull value in line 2 and have to be ignored in line 7 until a first
approximation is available.

The algorithm stops when the distancedist(desc(n−1),desc(n)) between two suc-
cessive sets of descriptors is smaller than or equal a given thresholdε (line 9). Once
all traffic descriptors are known, network-wide performance results can be com-
puted in line 10.

The analysis of individual stations

For the analysis of the single stations (in line 7 and 8 of the iteration algorithm), we
define that a station specification consists of two components:

1. a queue with finite or infinite capacity,
2. one or more service entities that serve the jobs (served jobs leave the queue),

and two policies:

1. a policy that handles incoming jobs if the queue is full (only for finite queues),
2. a scheduling policy that describes how the service stations fetch new jobs from

the queue.

Such queueing stations can be analyzed by different approaches. Since most analy-
sis methods for queueing processes require that a queueing station has exactlyone
arrival traffic descriptor andone traffic departure descriptor, atraffic merging(or
traffic superpositioning) and atraffic splittingstep are required. The traffic merging
step merges for a station its arrival descriptors into a single overall arrival descrip-
tor whereas the traffic splitting step splits the overall departure descriptor into the
required number of departure descriptors. Thus, every timewhen the fixed-point
iteration algorithm analyzes a queueing station we have to perform the following
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steps (as part of steps 7 and 8 in the algorithm above, and illustrated in Figure 15.1
below):

1. merge the incoming traffic;
2. analyze the service operation;
3. split the departure traffic.

1 3

2

Fig. 15.1: The three key operations to be performed on a traffic stream: merging,
queueing and splitting

Notice that for Jackson queueing networks (cf. Section 15.7), these three steps are
extremely simple, hence, they are not often distinguished explicitly. Furthermore,
for JQNs there appears to be no need for a fixed-point iteration. However, this is
only partly true. One can argue that an iterative method to solve the traffic equations
in JQNs (like Gauss-Seidel iterations) in fact forms a fixed-point iteration in it-
self. The distinguishing feature is then that for JQNs, no queueing analysis takes
place within the fixed-point computation (only afterwards), whereas, in general,
decomposition-based methods do require the intertwining of fixed-point iteration
steps and queueing analysis steps, as will become clear in the following sections.

15.3 Whitt’s Queueing Network Analyzer

In the early 1980s, Whitt presented the Queueing Network Analyzer (QNA) [49,
50], a software package developed at Bell Laboratories for the approximate analysis
of open queueing networks. Unlike prior approaches which were based on Marko-
vian models, QNA allows for the analysis of open queueing networks where the
external arrival processes need not be Poissonian and the service times need not be
negative exponentially distributed. Additionally, QNA isable to perform the anal-
ysis fast: due to the involved approximations and assumptions, the network traffic
analysis is, in essence, reduced to the solution of a set of linear equations, compara-
ble to those in JQNs (cf. Section 15.7).

In the following, we will give an overview of the functionality of QNA. The struc-
ture of our presentation slightly differs from Whitt’s original paper [49], however, it
follows the presentation of JQNs in Section 15.7.
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15.3.1 Model class

QNA allows for the approximate analysis of open queueing networks fed by ex-
ternal arrival processes, in which the routing takes place according to fixed proba-
bilities (like in JQNs). The nodes are GI|G|m multiserver queues without capacity
constraints and with the FCFS service discipline. The external arrival processes as
well as the service processes of the nodes are described by the first and the second
moment of the inter-arrival, resp. service time distributions. The QNA approach al-
lows for the separate analysis of the nodes, hence, QNA is well scalable to larger
networks.

QNA’s model class includes three features which we will not describe in de-
tail in the following. First, QNA is able to analyze networkswith multiple classes
of customers, and secondly, networks with immediate feedback are allowed. Both
features are “implemented” by adding a pre-processing and post-processing phase
to the core QNA algorithms, that is, QNA treats multiple visits of a single job to
one queue as one longer visit, and multiple classes are treated as one class with
multimodal service times. The third feature, the customer multiplication factor of
a node, only requires small modifications in the service operation equations. Al-
though these features are interesting as such, they have notbeen implemented for
FiFiQueues, however, also in that context they could be added via appropriate pre-
and post-processing phases.

15.3.2 Traffic descriptors

The external arrival processes are specified by the first and second moment of the
inter-arrival times. In fact, this representation is also applied to the traffic streams
between the nodes. More specifically, QNA uses the traffic descriptor

〈
λ ,c2

〉
to

describe a traffic stream whereλ is the arrival rate andc2 is the squared coefficient
of variation of the inter-arrival time.

Clearly, this allows the representation of non-Poissonianprocesses. However,
neither higher moments nor correlations of the arrival stream are considered, which
may influence the quality of the analysis. QNA employs fine-tuned heuristics de-
duced from simulation studies to reduce the errors introduced by this simplification.

15.3.3 Superposition of traffic streams

To mergen traffic streams specified by
〈
λ1,c2

1

〉
, . . . ,

〈
λn,c2

n

〉
into one traffic stream〈

λ ,c2
〉
, QNA first computes the total arrival rate which is simply given by
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λ =
n

∑
i=1

λi .

QNA’s efficiency is based on the fact that it computes the traffic descriptors from
linear systems of equations. The above expression forλ is clearly linear inλi . For
c2 a linear equation can be found, too, by the asymptotic approximation method
(AS):

c2
AS=

n

∑
i=1

λi

λ
c2

i .

However, the asymptotic method does not work well for a wide range of cases.
It is therefore combined with the stationary-interval method (SI), resulting in the
following hybrid approximation:

c2 = w ·c2
AS+(1−w) ·c2

SI.

The stationary-interval method does not provide a linear expression forc2
SI, but ex-

periments have shown that settingc2
SI to 1 (in the expression above) increases the

average error only by 1 percent, so that we obtain

c2 = w ·c2
AS+(1−w).

Simulations have shown that the above approximations do impact the quality of the
analysis of a node which takes the merged traffic stream as input. To improve the
results, QNA respects the utilizationρ of the node in the computation of the factor
w. With ρ = λ/µ (whereµ is the service rate of the queueing station), QNA sets

w =
[
1+4(1−ρ)2(v−1)

]−1
with v =

(
n

∑
i=1

(
λi

λ

)2
)−1

.

15.3.4 Splitting traffic streams

When splitting, QNA assumes that the involved processes arerenewal processes.
Under this assumption, an exact solution is available. Forn splitting probabilities
p1, . . . , pn and the traffic stream

〈
λ ,c2

〉
, we obtain the splitted streams

〈
λ1,c

2
1

〉
, . . . ,

〈
λn,c

2
n

〉
,

with
λi = pi ·λ , and c2

i = pi ·c2 +(1− pi), i = 1, . . . ,n.
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15.3.5 Servicing jobs

Network nodes are analyzed as GI|G|m queues. Let
〈
λA,c2

A

〉
be the arrival traffic

descriptor of the node andm the number of service entities. The service process is
specified by the service rateµ and by the squared coefficient of variationc2

S of the
service time distribution. We require the stability of all stations, i.e.,λA < µ . How
does QNA compute the departure descriptor

〈
λD,c2

D

〉
?

Since the queues are stable and have infinite capacity, no losses occur and we
clearly haveλD = λA. To computec2

D, Whitt combines Marshall’s formula [33] with
other approximations to obtain

c2
D = 1+(1−ρ2)(c2

A−1)+
ρ2
√

m
(c2

S−1). (15.1)

The involved approximations may lead to large errors whenc2
S is small, thus QNA

uses the following extension of the above formula:

c2
D = 1+(1−ρ2)(c2

A−1)+
ρ2
√

m
(max{c2

S,0.2}−1). (15.2)

Note again the linearity of the expressions forλD and c2
D in the arrival traffic〈

λA,c2
A

〉
.

15.3.6 Node performance

QNA is able to compute results for the first and second moment of the waiting time
W and the queue lengthN. Due to the complexity of the involved approximations,
we limit our presentation only to the simplest one, i.e., thecomputation of E[W]
in the case of single-server GI|G|1 queues. The required derivations for the other
quantities can be found in [49, Eq. (46)–(71)]. For given arrival traffic

〈
λA,c2

A

〉
,

service descriptor
〈
µ ,c2

S

〉
and utilizationρ , E[W] is approximated as

E[W] =
ρ

2(1−ρ)µ
(c2

A +c2
S)g(ρ ,c2

A,c2
S), (15.3)

where the functionρ is defined as

g(ρ ,c2
A,c2

S) =

{
exp
(

2(1−ρ)(1−c2
A)2

3ρ(c2
A+c2

S)

)
, c2

A < 1,

1, c2
A≥ 1.

Note that Equation (15.3) is exact forc2
A = 1, i.e., in the case of an M|G|1 queue.

Whenc2
A < 1, it is equivalent to the Krämer and Langenbach-Belz approximation

[26].
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15.3.7 Network-wide performance

The results presented for network performance measures in Jackson queueing net-
works (see Section 15.7) can also be applied here, providingexpressions for E[Vi ],
E[Ti ], E[Ttotal] and E[Ntotal]. Additionally, Whitt developed approximations for the
variances of the above-stated measures [49, Eq. (80)–(84)].

15.3.8 Complexity

In the above sections, we have repeatedly pointed out the linearity of the employed
equations for the three traffic operations merging, splitting, and service. In fact,
QNA exploits this linearity to efficiently evaluate the queueing network.

First, for the arrival rates of the traffic streams the systemof equations derived

for JQNs is also valid for QNA. Let
〈

λA,i,c2
A,i

〉
be the traffic arriving at nodei,

〈
λD,i ,c2

D,i

〉
the traffic leaving this node, and

〈
λext,i ,c2

ext,i

〉
the external traffic. If

Γ = (r i j ) is the routing matrix, the following traffic equation holds for each node
i = 1, . . . ,n of the network:

λA,i = λext,i +
n

∑
j=1

λD, j · r ji . (15.4)

Again, QNA’s model class impliesλD,i = λA,i and the traffic equations form a system
of linear equations which can be expressed in vector/matrixnotation as

λA = λext(I−Γ)−1.

For the squared coefficients of variation of the traffic streams a system of equations
can be set up, too. The synthesis of the superposition and thesplitting operations
yields

c2
A,i = (1−wi)+wi

(
pext, j c

2
ext,i +

n

∑
j=1

p j ,i(r ji c
2
D, j +1− r ji)

)
,

wherep j ,i = λD, j r j ,i/λA,i is the fraction of traffic arriving from nodej to nodei and
pext, j = λext,i/λA,i is the fraction of external traffic arriving to nodei. Finally, if we
include the result of the service operation we obtain the following system of linear
equations

c2
A,i = (1−wi)+wi{pext, jc

2
ext,i +

n

∑
j=1

p j ,i(r ji (1+(1−ρ2
i )(c

2
A, j −1)

+
ρ2

i√
mi

(max(c2
S,i ,0.2)−1))+1− r ji)}.(15.5)
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Using the equations (15.4–15.5), the traffic descriptors can easily be computed.
Thus, obviously QNA has the same time complexity as the Jackson network method.
Note that, due to the linearity of the involved equations, QNA does not require the
fixed-point iteration described in Section 15.2 (although,if an iterative solver is used
to solve the linear equations, the fixed-point iteration canbe regarded as hidden in
the solver).

15.4 FiFiQueues

In the mid-1990’s Haverkort and Weerstra, cf. [13, 14, 15, 48], extended Whitt’s
QNA approach by means of replacing the core of the analysis: the service opera-
tion. Unlike QNA, their new approach, called QNAUT, does notdirectly use the
descriptor of the arrival traffic to compute the departure traffic descriptor, but as-
sumes that the arrival traffic descriptor can be used to construct a phase-type (PH)
renewal process (see Section 15.8.2) which approximates the “real” underlying ar-
rival process. This allows for the inclusion of finite-buffer queueing stations as well
as for the analysis of the queueing stations by matrix-geometric and general Marko-
vian techniques, instead of the approximations originallyused in QNA.

At the end of the 1990s, an extended version of the original approach was pro-
posed, in which some approximate steps were removed and the model class was
slightly enhanced [41, 42, 43]. In particular, this enhanced class provides:

• exact results for the the departure process based on the results of Bocharov [5]
for PH|PH|1|K queues;

• efficient per-queue analysis;
• for each finite queueing station, a traffic stream is computedwhich consists of

the customers rejected at a completely filled queue. This loss traffic stream can
be used as arrival stream for other queueing stations like any other “regular”
departure traffic stream.

This approach, as well as the analysis tool developed from it, is namedFiFiQueues
(for Fixpoint-based analysis of networks withFiniteQueues).

15.4.1 Model class

The external arrival processes are described, as in QNA, by the first and the second
moment of the inter-arrival times. The main differences to QNA’s model class are:

• the service processes are specified as PH renewal processes;
• the queueing stations can haveinfiniteor finitequeueing capacities. The nodes are

analyzed as PH|PH|1(|K) queues with the FCFS service discipline. The customer
multiplication factor known from QNA is also supported, butnot described in the
following;
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• finite queues have two output streams: the “regular” departure traffic stream and
the loss traffic stream which consists of the customers rejected by a full queue.

Seen from a single queue, customers arriving at a completelyfilled queue are simply
lost. This form of blocking is common in communication networks (communication
blocking) and has an important advantage: unlike other types of blocking (like back-
blocking), it still allows the independent analysis of eachof the queueing stations.

Just like the regular departure traffic of a queueing stationwith finite capacity, the
loss traffic is not known a priori and is computed by the analysis of the station. The
“reuse” of loss traffic streams as arrival streams to other nodes requires an auxiliary
routing matrix. Its handling will not be discussed further in the following sections,
since, once the traffic descriptors of the loss streams are known, they can easily be
processed like the regular departure traffic. However, notethat loss traffic streams
should only be used very carefully in feedback networks: if aloss traffic stream is
fed back directly or indirectly to the node which produced the stream, it can prevent
the iteration algorithm (see Section 15.2) to terminate because the arrival rate to the
node increases in each iteration step.

15.4.2 Traffic descriptor

As in QNA, the external arrival processes as well as the inter-node traffic streams
are described by the first and second moment of the inter-arrival times. The traffic
descriptor

〈
λ ,c2

〉
contains the arrival rateλ and the squared coefficient of variation

c2 of the inter-arrival time.

15.4.3 Superposition of traffic streams

To mergen traffic streams specified by
〈
λ1,c2

1

〉
, . . . ,

〈
λn,c2

n

〉
into one traffic stream〈

λ ,c2
〉
, we adopt the hybrid approximation of QNA, i.e.,

λ =
n

∑
i=1

λi, (15.1)

c2 = w ·
n

∑
i=1

λi

λ
c2

i +(1−w), (15.2)

with

w =
[
1+4(1−ρ)2(v−1)

]−1
, and v =

(
n

∑
i=1

(
λi

λ

)2
)−1

,

whereρ is the utilization of the node receiving the resulting traffic stream. It should
be emphasized that these formulae were originally designedin the context of QNA’s
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model class, i.e.,not for finite queues. Thus, their usage in FiFiQueues introduces
auxiliary errors to the computation, in addition to the errors inherent to the hybrid
approximation method.

One may wonder if we could obtain better results by not following QNA’s linear
approximation (c2

SI = 1) but in actually computing the correct value forc2
SI. Our

experiments have shown that nearly the same results are obtained by doing so. This
is consistent with Whitt’s observation that fixingc2

SI at 1 increases the average error
by only 1 percent.

15.4.4 Splitting traffic streams

When splitting, we assume that the involved processes are renewal processes. Under
this assumption, an exact solution is available. Forn splitting probabilitiesp1, . . . , pn

and the traffic stream
〈
λ ,c2

〉
, we obtain the splitted streams

〈
λ1,c2

1

〉
, . . . ,

〈
λn,c2

n

〉

with
λi = pi ·λ , and c2

i = pi ·c2 +(1− pi), i = 1, . . . ,n. (15.3)

15.4.5 Servicing jobs

We have already stated that the nodes are analyzed as PH|PH|1(|K) queues. Thus,
before a queueing station can be analyzed we need to find a PH distribution that
fits the two moments given in the arrival traffic descriptor. In the following we will
explain the fitting step and the actual queueing analysis procedure, thereby treating
PH|PH|1 and PH|PH|1|K queues separately. We require that the PH|PH|1 queues
are stable, i.e., the total arrival rate at a PH|PH|1 station should be smaller than its
service rate.

15.4.5.1 Phase-type representation of the arrival processes

Let
〈
λ ,c2

〉
be the arrival traffic descriptor. We write E[X] = 1/λ for the corre-

sponding mean inter-arrival time. Clearly, having only twomoments allows us some
freedom to select an appropriate PH distribution. We require that the chosen PH dis-
tribution, represented by(α ,A)

1. matches the two moments exactly (at least for a certain range; see below), and
2. is as compact as possible, i.e., has the smallest number oftransient statesm.

Additionally, we want that the employed fitting procedure does not consume too
much time since it has to be executed every time when a node is analyzed. In Fi-
FiQueues, we use the following approach, first presented in [14]. Two cases are
distinguished:
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• In casec2≤ 1, we use a hypo-exponential distribution withm=
⌈

1
c2

⌉
phases and

initial probability vectorα = (1,0, · · · ,0). The matrix A is then given as

A =




−λ0 λ0

−λ1 λ1
. . .

. . .
−λm−2 λm−2

−λm−1




, (15.4)

whereλi = m/E[X], for 0≤ i < m−2 and where

λm−1 =

2m

(
1+
√

1
2m(mc2−1)

)

E[X](m+2−m2c2)
and λm−2 =

mλm−1

2λm−1E[X]−m
.

For smallc2, PH distributions with a large number of states will be obtained. To
limit the computational requirements in the analysis process we do not allowc2

to be smaller than1
10. This approximation corresponds to an Erlang-10 distribu-

tion and produces generally good results, also as approximation for deterministic
distributions.

• In casec2 > 1, we take a hyper-exponential distribution withm= 2 phases. Such
a distribution has three free parameters: the choice probability p between the two
possible phases and the ratesµ1 andµ2 of the two phases. Fitting the first two
moments thus leaves one degree of freedom. We resolve this byassuming so-
called “balanced means”, meaning that the ratiosp/µ1 and(1− p)/µ2 should be
equal. This then yieldsα = (p,1− p) and

A =

(
− 2p

E[X]
0

0 − 2(1−p)
E[X]

)
with p =

1
2

+
1
2

√
c2−1
c2 +1

.

15.4.5.2 Analysis of PH|PH|1|K queues

The underlying CTMC Let (α ,A) be the arrival PH renewal process withl states
as obtained by the fitting step and(β ,B) the service PH renewal process withm
states. Then we can describe the behavior of a node with queueing capacityK by a
QBD process [37] (see Section 15.8.4) withK +1 levels, where level 0 consists ofl
states and where levels 1 throughK consist ofl ·mstates each.

The i-th level represents the state of the system when it containsi customers. A
step from leveli to level i + 1 (i < K) stands for an arrival and a step from leveli
to level i−1 (i > 0) stands for a departure. Thel ·m states of a leveli > 0 describe
the current state of the arrival and of the service processes(level 0 contains onlyl
states because the queue is empty and the service process hasnot yet started; it only
records the state of the arrival process). This leads to the following generator matrix
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of the Markov chain:

Q =




A A0α⊗β
I⊗B0 A⊕B A0α⊗ I 0

0 I⊗B0β A⊕B A0α⊗ I
. ..

. . .
. . .

I⊗B0β (A +A0α)⊕B




,

where A0 = −A ·1, B0 = −B ·1, L⊕M = L⊗ I + I⊗M, and⊗ is the Kronecker
product operator (also known as tensor or matrix direct product operator).

The steady-state solution v of the Markov chain with generator Q can be obtained
by solving the global balance equation (see Section 15.8.4):

v ·Q = 0 and v·1 = 1.

The vector v is of sizel + K · l ·m. In the following we write v0 for the vector
(v1, . . . ,vl ) which contains the steady-state probabilities of level 0 and we write vi
for the vector(vl+1+(i−1)·l ·m, . . . ,vl+i·l ·m) which contains the steady-state probabili-
ties of leveli = 1, . . . ,K.

The departure traffic The steady-state solution vector v now allows us to com-
pute the departure traffic descriptor

〈
λD,c2

D

〉
. To this end, we use the results of

Bocharov presented in [5] which we will briefly describe in the following.
We begin with the computation of the blocking probabilityπ , i.e., the probability

that an arriving customer encounters a full queue and, hence, is lost. The vector vA,K

gives for this situation the state probabilities and it holds that

vA,K =
1

λA
vK(A0⊗ I),

whereλA stands for the arrival rate to the node andK stands for the queueing ca-
pacity of the node. This leads to the blocking probabilityπ :

π = vA,K ·1.

With π , we easily find the departure rate of served customers as

λD = λA(1−π). (15.5)

Higher moments of the inter-departure time can be computed using the following
consideration. If the queue is not empty after a departure took place, the distribution
of the time up to the next departure is equal to the distribution of the service time.
Otherwise, it is equal to the distribution of the sum of the time until the next cus-
tomer arrival and its service time (which are independent).The probability to leave
an empty queue at departure instantt + ε is
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vD,0 =
1

λD
v1(I⊗B0). (15.6)

This leads Bocharov to the expression for thei-th momentdi of the inter-departure
time distribution:

di = bi +vD,0

i

∑
j=1

(−1) j i!
(i− j)!

A− j1bi− j , (15.7)

wherebi is the i-th moment of the service time distribution. Thus, one can easily
verify that the varianceσ2

D of the departure process is

σ2
D = σ2

S + σ2
0 , (15.8)

whereσ2
S is the variance of the service time distribution andσ2

0 equals

σ2
0 = 2vD,0A−21− (vD,0A−11)2. (15.9)

The squared coefficient of variation is then given byc2
D = λ 2

Dσ2
D.

The loss traffic The rate of lossλL is given byλL = λA · π , whereπ is the loss
probability. In oder to obtain higher moments of the inter-loss time we describe the
loss process by the MAP(L0,L1) with

L0 =




A A0α⊗β
I⊗B0 A⊕B A0α⊗ I

0 I⊗B0β A⊕B A0α⊗ I
. . .

. . .
. . .

I⊗B0β A⊕B




,L1 =




0
...

A0α⊗ I


 .

The underlying CTMC of this MAP is the CTMC of the QBD where arrivals in the
last levelK have been marked. Naturally, it has the same steady-state probability
vector v. Thei-th moment of the inter-loss time is given by

E[Li ] =
i!

λD
v(−L0)

−(i−1)1, (15.10)

hence, its second moment equals

E[L2] =
2

λL
v(−L0)

−11.

15.4.5.3 Analysis of PH|PH|1 queues

The underlying CTMC Let (α ,A) be the arrival PH renewal process withl states
and(β ,B) the service PH renewal process withm states. Again, the behavior of the
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queue can be described by a QBD process with a generator matrix similar to the one
of the PH|PH|1|K; the only difference is the fact that it has repeating columns ad
infinitum:

Q =




A A0α⊗β
I⊗B0 A⊕B A0α⊗ I

0 I⊗B0β A⊕B A0α⊗ I
. . .

. . .
. . .


 ,

with the infinite steady-state probability vector v fulfilling

v ·Q = 0 and v·1 = 1.

We refer to Section 15.8.3 for an overview of solution techniques.

The departure traffic Since infinite queues produce no loss, we have

λD = λA, (15.11)

whereλA is the arrival rate to the node. The variance of the output stream is calcu-
lated using the same approach as in the case of finite-buffer queues and the equa-
tions (15.6), (15.8), and (15.9) still hold.

15.4.6 Node performance

FiFiQueues computes the first and second moment of the waiting timeW and the
queue lengthN. Again, queues with finite and infinite buffer capacity are treated
separately.

15.4.6.1 Node performance of PH|PH|1|K queues

The j-moment E
[
N j
]

of the queue length distribution (including the job in service)
is given by

E
[
N j]=

K

∑
i=1

i jvi1. (15.12)

Hence, mean and variance of the queue lengthN are:

E[N] =
K

∑
i=1

i ·vi1 and Var[N] =
K

∑
i=1

i2 ·vi1−E[N]2 .

Equation (4.4) in [5] gives the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the waiting time prob-
ability density function. From this equation, any desired moment of the waiting time
can be derived. For the mean and the variance we obtain [5, Eq.(4.5)–(4.7)]:
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E[W] =
1

λD
(E[N]−1+v01),

Var[W] =
2

λD

(
µ ·q21−

(
q1
(
1⊗B−11

)))
−E[W]2 ,

whereµ is the service rate. The components of the vector q1 resp. q2 give the first,
resp. second binomial moment of the number of jobs in the queue as a function of
the system state. Forj > 0, the j-th binomial moment qj is defined as [5, Eq. (3.1)]:

q j =
K

∑
i= j+1

(
i−1

j

)
vi .

15.4.6.2 Node performance of PH|PH|1 queues

In the case of infinite buffer capacity, the expressions presented for the PH|PH|1|K
queue in the previous section can still be applied, providedthat the steady-state
probability vectors vi are available in a form that allows to calculate the, now infi-
nite, sums. For example, if we assume that a matrix-geometric solution method (see
Section 15.8.3) is employed to compute the steady-state probabilities, the vectors vi
have the so-called matrix geometric form

vi = v1Ri−1, R∈ IRlm×lm, i = 1,2, . . . ,

where R is the entry-wise smallest non-negative solution ofthe matrix-quadratic
equation

A0α⊗β +R(A⊕B)+R2(I⊗B0β ) = 0.

The j-th moment of the queue length distribution is then given by

E[N j ] =
∞

∑
i=1

i jvi1 =
∞

∑
i=1

i jv1Ri−11, (15.13)

which yields in casej = 1:

E[N] = v1(I−R)−21.

Similarly, the other node performance measures can be obtained.

15.4.7 Network-wide performance

Many results for the network performance measures developed by Whitt for QNA
(see Section 15.3.7) can also be applied to FiFiQueues when respecting the fact that,
due to losses at finite queues, the departure rate of a node maydiffer from the total
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arrival rate to that node. Additionally, one has to decide how loss traffic streams
should be treated in the computation of network-wide performance results. For ex-
ample, the following question has to be answered: should theexpected number of
visits E[Vi ] also include rejections due to full buffers? As this is only aproblem of
“interpretation” of the results, we will not discuss it further here.

15.4.8 Complexity

15.4.8.1 Traffic computation

In FiFiQueues the traffic descriptor of the outgoing traffic depends in a complex,
non-linear way on the incoming traffic. Thus, unlike the QNA method, FiFiQueues
clearly requires an iterative computation scheme to compute the descriptors of the
internal traffic streams. A deeper discussion of FiFiQueues’ iteration behavior is
given in Section 15.5. Here, we will analyze the complexity of the operations that
have to be performed for each node during each iteration.

First, we can safely neglect the traffic merging and splitting steps in our discus-
sion. They only consist of a small number of additions and multiplications. The
most time and space consuming operation is the service operation. It can be divided
into three phases:

1. fitting of the PH distribution to the arrival traffic,
2. computation of the steady-state probability vector of the underlying CTMC, and
3. computation of the departure traffic descriptor (and, if needed, of the loss traffic

descriptor).

Again, we can neglect the first phase since its time complexity is O(1). For the
second phase, we distinguish between finite and infinite queueing stations.

If the queueing capacity is finite, so is the CTMC. Letl be the size of the arrival
PH process, i.e., the number of states of its CTMC representation, m the size of
the service PH process andK the queueing capacity. Then, the generator matrix
is of size(l + lmK)× (l + lmK). This corresponds to a finite QBD withN0 = l
andN = lm (see Section 15.8.4). The latest implementation of FiFiQueues uses for
finite capacities the Cyclic Reduction method [3] which has time complexityO((l +
m)3 logK + (l + m)2K). If the descriptor of the loss traffic is required, additional
operations have to be performed to compute the product v(−L0)

−1. For unbounded
queueing capacity, the LR algorithm [28] is used.

Once the steady-state solution is known, the departure traffic descriptor can be
computed. Both for finite and infinite queueing stations, this only requires a small
number of matrix vector multiplications. Note that the moments bi of the service
process needed by Equation (15.7) are constant for a given network and hence can
be precomputed once.
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15.4.8.2 Node performance and network performance computation

Since the network performance computation is comparable tothat of the QNA
method, we only discuss the complexity of the node performance computation here.

Concerning finite queueing stations, the computation of themean and variance
of the queue length requires the summation over thelm(K−1) entries of the steady-
state probability vector. For the moments of the waiting time distribution, we have
to invert matrix B of sizem×mwhich can be seen as a constant time operation even
for very complex PH representations of the service process (say,m= 50).

In case of infinite queueing capacity, the complexity depends on the employed
solution method. Assuming a matrix-geometric solution method, the expression
E[N] = v1(I−R)−21 we gave for the mean queue length in Section 15.4.6, requires
the vector X= v1(I −R)−2 which can be obtained by solving the linear system
X(I−R)2 = v1 of orderlm.

15.4.9 The FiFiQueues network designer

The FiFiQueues approach has proven to be stable and reliableenough for end users.
In this section we present an integrated tool environment, the FiFiQueues network
designer, that allows an easy access to the underlying algorithms. The tool also
contains a simulator for the steady-state simulation of queueing networks. The Fi-
FiQueues network designer consists of a graphical user interface written in Java,
a numerical analysis module, and a simulation module. The latter two have been
written in C++.

15.4.9.1 The graphical user interface

The graphical user interface allows to construct, edit and study open and closed
queueing networks of arbitrary topology. The networks can be evaluated by numer-
ical analysis or by simulation. Figure 15.2 shows a screenshot of the main window.
The lower part of the window shows the edited network and the properties of the
currently selected node. The upper part displays the results of the numerical analysis
(left section) and the results of the simulation (middle section, including the 95%
confidence intervals) as well as a comparison of both methods(right section).

Every object in the network has properties that can be editedvia the user inter-
face. Figure 15.3(a) shows the properties of a finite queueing station while the user
is selecting a service distribution. The global-properties panel (see Figure 15.3(b))
allows to control the length of the simulation and the parameters specific to closed
networks.

The user interface communicates with the numerical analyzer and the simulator
via text files. As an example, the network shown in the screenshot is translated into
the following textual description in order to evaluate it.
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Fig. 15.2: Main window of the graphical user interface

(a) Properties of a network node (b) Global properties of the network

Fig. 15.3: Property editor

# Queue mapping
# 0 CPU
# 1 NIC
# 2 Disk
network_props
1 3 1 0 100000 20 50000 0 0 0.0
source_props
90.0 1.2 0 6
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queue_props
1200.0 26.8 1 150 6 1 1 1
1401.0 26.8 1 150 6 1 1 1
64.0 26.8 1 150 6 1 1 1
counter_dest
-1
r
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0
b
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

15.4.9.2 The numerical analysis module

The numerical analysis module is the core of the implementation. It incorporates the
FiFiQueues algorithms as discussed and the extension for closed queueing networks
as described in [44].

15.4.9.3 The simulation module

The simulation module offers the discrete-event simulation of open and closed
queueing networks. It is described in detail in [40].

15.5 Performance of FiFiQueues

In this section we evaluate the performance of the FiFiQueues algorithm with regard
to the quality of the numerical results. This evaluation consists of

• tests with the FiFiQueues algorithm on some representativequeueing networks
(Section 15.5.1),

• a case study of a web server (Section 15.5.2).

The results of the numerical analysis are compared to results determined using
discrete-event simulation. The relative half-width of the95%-confidence intervals
is smaller than 1% for all the simulation results. If not stated otherwise, arrival time
and service time distributions specified by their rate and the squared coefficient of
variation (SCV) are always mapped to PH distributions. Relative errors between
numerical analysis and simulation are always computed relative to the latter. We
conclude with Section 15.5.3.
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15.5.1 Evaluation of FiFiQueues

In this section we evaluate FiFQueues’ performance with some typical networks.
We begin with a single queue in Section 15.5.1.1, then continue with some com-
plex networks in Section 15.5.1.2. The presented tests cover a wide range of input
parameters, including (nearly) deterministic processes,and complex networks with
finite queueing capacities.

15.5.1.1 Single queues

In the case of queueing networks that consist of only one queueing station, FiFi-
Queues always produces exact results, provided that the selected arrival and service
PH renewal processes match the actual arrival and service processes of the real sys-
tem. Hence, results of single-queue systems are not very interesting. At this place,
we will only discuss the special case of deterministic distributions.

As explained, FiFiQueues limits the number of phases in hypo-exponential PH
distributions to 10, which corresponds to a minimum SCV of 0.1. As a consequence,
deterministic distributions can only be approximated. To evaluate the effect of this
restriction we have analyzed a queueing station with negative exponential services
and deterministic arrival process at different loads. Table 15.1 compares the thus
obtained mean queue lengths with results found by simulation. It shows that the
relative error between analysis and simulation increases with the load. Errors of
comparable magnitude can also be observed for other performance measures and
for hypo-exponential and hyper-exponential service distributions.

load analysissimulation rel. error
0.1 0.10 0.10 0.0%
0.2 0.20 0.20 0.0%
0.4 0.47 0.45 4.4%
0.6 0.95 0.89 6.7%
0.8 2.34 2.18 7.3%
0.95 10.60 9.26 14.4%

Table 15.1: Mean queue length for a queueing station with deterministic arrival
traffic

15.5.1.2 Queueing networks with feedback

3-node queueing network We first address three queueing nodes in series, with
a feedback from the last to the first queue, as shown in Figure 15.4. The external
Poisson source has rate 1.3 and the service times are Erlang-5 distributed with rate
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1.5; the node capacity is 10 (not including the service station) at all queues. The
feedback probability is 25%.

2 31

Fig. 15.4: 3-node queueing network with feedback

The results are shown in Table 15.2. The first two rows show thecharacteristics
of the traffic leaving the queueing network from node 3. The middle six rows show
the rate and SCV of the arrival traffic at each node, and the last three rows show the
expected queue length at each node.

analysissimulation rel. error
Output traffic λnetd,3 1.08 1.08 0.0%

c2
netd,3 0.41 0.41 0.0%

Arrival traffic λa,1 1.65 1.66 -0.6%
c2

a,1 0.96 0.96 0.0%
λa,2 1.47 1.47 0.0%
c2

a,2 0.23 0.23 0.0%
λa,3 1.45 1.45 0.0%
c2

a,3 0.21 0.22 -4.5%
Queue length E[N1] 6.47 6.47 0.0%

E[N2] 4.43 4.45 -0.4%
E[N3] 3.96 3.90 1.5%

Table 15.2: Results for the 3-node network with Poisson source

The good results of the analysis can be explained by the fact that the resulting
arrival traffic to node 1 (i.e., where the traffic superposition operation happens) is
near to Poisson as indicated byc2

a,1=0.96. If we replace the external source distribu-

tion by a hyper-exponential distribution withc2 = 4.0 we obtain the results shown
in Table 15.3. As expected, larger errors can be observed this time for the SCV of
the arrival traffic. Interestingly, node 2 does not seem to beaffected. This is be-
cause node 2 is fed by node 1 which is overloaded and hence reduces short-range
correlations in the traffic stream.

Figure 15.5 shows the incoming traffic to node 1 as a function of the number of
iterations in the fixed-point procedure for both kind of external sources. As can be
observed, the fixed-point is reached after a very small number of iterations. This
behavior has been typical for all queueing networks we have analyzed so far.

Kühn’s nine-node network As a larger queueing network we evaluated a modi-
fied version of Kühn’s nine-node network [27], as shown in Figure 15.6 (the num-
bers at the edges specify the routing probabilities). A similar network has been ex-
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analysissimulation rel. error
Output traffic λnetd,3 0.99 0.99 0.0%

c2
netd,3 0.45 0.69 -34.8%

Arrival traffic λa,1 1.63 1.63 0.0%
c2

a,1 3.33 2.35 41.7%
λa,2 1.33 1.33 0.0%
c2

a,2 0.79 0.79 0.0%
λa,3 1.32 1.33 -0.8%
c2

a,3 0.35 0.65 -46.2%
Queue length E[N1] 5.57 5.59 -0.4%

E[N2] 3.30 3.16 4.4%
E[N3] 2.38 2.76 -13.8%

Table 15.3: Results for the 3-node network with hyper-exponential source
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Fig. 15.5: Incoming traffic (arrival rate) at node 1 as a function of the number of
iterations in the fixed-point procedure for the 3-node network

amined in [15, 48]. The external arrival rate to nodes 1–3 equals 0.8 andc2
ext = 4.0.

The service rate at each node is 1.0 (except for node 5 whereµ5 = 0.5), and the
SCV of all service processes isc2

s = 0.5. All nodes have a finite queueing capac-
ity of 25. Hence, without decomposition the underlying CTMCwould comprise
23 · (1+25·2)9≈ 1.86×1016 states. For all nodes, we observe excellent agreement
with the simulation results.
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Fig. 15.6: Kühn’s nine-node network

Table 15.4 shows the results obtained by FiFiQueues and by simulation for the
mean queue length and the offered load at each station. Note that the results for the
(identical) nodes 1–3 are only stated once.

node analysissimulation rel. error
1–3 E[Ni ] 6.39 6.39 0.0%

offered load 0.8 0.8 0.0%
4 E[N4] 16.84 16.74 0.6%

offered load 1.09 1.09 0.0%
5 E[N5] 1.14 1.13 0.9%

offered load 0.59 0.59 0.0%
6 E[N6] 2.31 2.28 1.3%

offered load 0.77 0.76 1.3%
7 E[N7] 14.67 14.86 -1.3%

offered load 1.04 1.04 0.0%
8 E[N8] 6.36 6.63 -4.0%

offered load 0.87 0.87 0.0%
9 E[N9] 22.41 21.88 2.4%

offered load 1.28 1.27 0.8%

Table 15.4: Results for the departure rates in Kühn’s nine-node network

15.5.2 Performance evaluation of a web server

In this section we will use FiFiQueues for the performance evaluation of a web
server. The employed parameters in the models have been derived from measure-
ments made at a test system.

This section is structured as follows. First, we describe the test system in Sec-
tion 15.5.2.1. Then we present a QN model for a web server without disk access
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(cache only) in Section 15.5.2.2, followed of the model of a web server with disk
access in Section 15.5.2.3. These two models are then combined to a model of a
server group in Section 15.5.2.4. We compare the results obtained by analysis with
the results obtained by simulation, and, where available, with the data collected at
the test system.

15.5.2.1 Description of the test system

The test system consists of a computer running the Apache webserver [2]. The
server load is generated by two client systems that send HTTP/1.0 GET requests to
the server in a 100 MBit Ethernet LAN. The request times as well as the sizes of
the requested files have been extracted from traces (access logs) collected at the UC
Berkeley Home IP Service [11] in 1996. For our tests we have used a part of the
original trace file: it consists of 35541 requests for staticfiles (i.e., pictures, HTML
pages, etc.) sent over 4 hours by different users. This corresponds to a request rate of
2.468 requests per second. The SCV of the inter-request timeis 1.2. The requested
files have a mean size of 8510 bytes where the smallest file has asize of 2 bytes and
the largest file a size of about 4.5 MBytes. The size distribution has a SCV as large
as 26.8.

The web server of the test system has been configured to use notmore than 150
server threads. This implies that the number of requests that can be processed con-
currently is limited to 150. Since connection requests are not queued the clients will
experience a connection rejection if they try to exceed thisnumber. In addition, the
request time-out has been set to 8 seconds. More details concerning the test system
can be found in [25]; please note that the QN models presentedin the following
differ from the models discussed there.

15.5.2.2 Web server without disk access

For the first model, we assume that the server holds all requested files in the file
cache and, as a consequence, no disk access is performed. This is a typical situation
in intranets where the number of often requested files is limited. In this scenario the
performance of the web server is only limited by the CPU, the main memory, and
the network interface controller (NIC).

NICCPU

Fig. 15.7: QN model for the web server without disk access

We model the web server by two queueing stations in series as shown in Fig-
ure 15.7. Both stations have a finite queueing capacity; we comment on how the
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buffer capacity is chosen below. The first station is fed by anexternal source that
represents the clients sending the HTTP requests. The SCV of1.2 for the source is
equal to the corresponding value of the trace file.

The first station models the CPU. Measurements at the test system have shown
that the CPU of the test server is able to process up to around 1200 requests per sec-
ond. We adopt this value for the service rate of the first queueing station. Concerning
the SCV of the CPU’s service time distribution, we observe that the CPU service
time is dominated by the time to handle the HTTP protocol and by the management
of the cache data structures. Since the NIC accesses the mainmemory via DMA
(Direct Memory Access), the CPU service time exhibits nearly no dependency on
the size of the requested file. Hence, we choose a (nearly) deterministic service time
distribution with a SCV of 0.1. The second queue represents the NIC. Measurements
have shown a network load between 90% and 95% for a response rate of 1100 re-
sponses per second. This leads to a NIC service rate of approximately 1200. For the
SCV of the NIC’s service time distribution, we assume a direct dependency of the
service time on the file size and we set the SCV to 26.8, i.e., tothe SCV of the file
size distribution.

The most problematic aspect of the test system is the limitation to 150 simulta-
neously connected clients. This cannot be easily modeled bythe FCFS-scheduling
used by FiFiQueues. To approximate the limit, we have first analyzed the network
at a request rate of 1500 requests per second. Using a Newton-iteration, we have
determined the queueing capacity at which the total mean number of jobs in the
network equals 150. The thus found buffer capacity of 106 hasthen been used for
all other request rates (we have chosen the same capacity for both queues; the jobs
are distributed evenly over both stations at high request rates).

Figure 15.8 shows the number of responses per second as a function of the num-
ber of requests sent per second as measured at the test systemand as computed
by FiFiQueues. Simulation results are not shown since they are nearly identical to
the analytical results (relative error< 1%). It shows that the QN model is able to
predict the response rate quite well. The total mean response times are shown in
Figure 15.9. The results are acceptable, but we can see that the model is not able
to reproduce the sharp jump of the response time at 1000 requests/s. A model with
more complex behavior, for example non-FCFS scheduling, would be required in
order to obtain better results.

15.5.2.3 Web server with disk access

The second model assumes that all requested files have to be loaded from the disk
of the server system. Measurements have shown that the test system only achieves
a maximum response rate of 63.5 files/s at a CPU load of 9%. Clearly, the disk
transfer is the bottleneck.

We model the influence of the disk access through an additional queueing station.
Figure 15.10 shows the resulting model. The first station represents the CPU. For the
SCV of the CPU service time, we have kept the value of 0.1 of the previous model.
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Fig. 15.8: Response rate as function of the request rate for the web server without
disk access
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Fig. 15.9: Mean response time as function of the request ratefor the web server
without disk access
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However, the service rate has now been set to a value of 706 (= 63.5
0.09) to reflect the

higher CPU demand of the single disk-based request. The service rate of the disk
station has been set to 63.5. For the SCV, we have assumed a direct dependency
of the service time on the size of the requested filemeasured in blocks of 4 KBytes
since this corresponds to the organization of the data on thedisk. This leads to a
SCV of 16.5 instead of 26.8. The NIC in this model has the same service rate and
SCV as in the previous model.

Again, the problem of the bounded number of simultaneously connected clients
remains. Since the disk station clearly is the bottleneck, we have limited its queueing
capacity to 150 while the CPU and the NIC station now have infinite queueing
capacity. Note that, in spite of the large differences between the service rates, the
CPU and the NIC should not be removed from the model since theyhave a small
but measurable influence on the SCV of the traffic stream.

NICCPU DISK

Fig. 15.10: QN model for the web server with disk access

Figure 15.11 shows the number of responses per second as a function of the num-
ber of requests sent per second as measured at the test systemand as computed by
FiFiQueues. Again, simulation results are not shown since their are nearly identical
to the analytical results (relative error< 1%). Again, it shows that the QN model
is able to predict the response rate quite well. The total mean response times are
shown in Figure 15.12. We observe that the QN model underestimates the response
time, especially at request rates near to the maximum response rate of the disk. Our
experiments with more complex QN models have shown that an improvement of
the results cannot be easily achieved by using the type of queueing stations offered
by FiFiQueues. For example, a more appropriate model would have to consider that
the seek time of the disk becomes a significant part of the disk’s response time at
high file reqest rates since the disk has to reposition its read/write heads more often.
Detailed models like the one presented in [39] simulate axial and rotational head
positions, seek, rotation and transfer times, and provide separate submodels for the
disk mechanism, the cache and the DMA engine.

15.5.2.4 Group of servers

In this section we evaluate a group of servers as shown in Figure 15.13. In our model,
the client requests HTML pages from the main server of a web site. An HTML file
refers to, on average, three other objects (company logo, images,. . . ) that are also
located on the main server. In addition, the HTML file refers to an object located
on one of the five data servers. We assume that the HTML file and the three re-
ferred files located on the main server are frequently requested and, hence, the main
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Fig. 15.11: Response rate as function of the request rate forthe web server with disk
access
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server mainly operates on the cache. Concerning the data servers, we assume that
they store large amounts of infrequently requested files, for example files specific
to the requesting user, media files, et cetera. The client uses the HTTP/1.0 proto-
col [35], i.e., the five files that constitute the requested HTML page are sequentially
requested.

data server 5

data server 4

data server 3

data server 2

data server 1

. . .

client

client

main server

Fig. 15.13: Group of Web servers

The QN model is shown in Figure 15.14. The QN of the server without disk
access (representing the main server) is combined with five copies of the QN of the
server with disk access (representing the data servers). Jobs leaving the main server
are fed back to it with a probability of 0.75, thus resulting in four visits to the main
server in average. The jobs finally leaving the main server are distributed evenly
on the data servers. The service processes and the capacities of the stations remain
unchanged.

We have evaluated the QN model by FiFiQueues and by simulation. The results
for the response rate (for one data server) and the mean response time are shown
in Figure 15.15 and, respectively, Figure 15.16. The vertical bars in the latter show
the 95%-confidence intervals of the simulation results. FiFiQueues provides good
results for request rates smaller than 250. At larger request rates, FiFiQueues over-
estimates the losses in the main server because it ignores the correlations caused
by the feedback. As a consequence, the load of the data servers is underestimated
which leads to a smaller mean response time in comparison with the results ob-
tained by simulation. To make this very clear: the differences we observe here show
shortcomings of our analysis approach, as for both curves, the same model is being
used.

Table 15.5 shows the runtimes (in seconds) of the FiFiQueuesalgorithm and
of the discrete-event simulation for the evaluation of the server group model with
various request rates. For FiFiQueues, we have recorded theruntimes for two dif-
ferent implementations of the finite queue analysis. The original implementation
uses a Gauss-Seidel iteration, whereas the latest version uses the Cyclic Reduction
method [3]. As observed in [40], the runtime of the Gauss-Seidel iteration increases
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Fig. 15.14: QN model for the server group
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Fig. 15.15: Response rate as function of the request rate forthe server group

FiFiQueues
request rateGauss-SeidelCyclic Red.simulation

100 7 2 11
200 15 3 11
300 19 3 11

Table 15.5: Runtimes (in seconds) for the evaluation of the server group model
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Fig. 15.16: Mean response time as function of the request rate for the server group

with the load of the stations. The Cyclic Reduction method isclearly faster than the
Gauss-Seidel iteration and the simulation.

15.5.3 Summary

In this section, we have evaluated the performance of the FiFiQueues algorithm.
Our experiments have shown that FiFiQueues provides very good results for im-
portant performance measures, like mean queue length, if the involved arrival times
in the queueing network are hypo-exponentially or nearly (negative-)exponentially
distributed. In such situations, we can generally expect relative errors less than 5%,
even if the network has a complex structure. In case of hyper-exponential arrival
processes, especially in queueing networks with feedback,relative errors up to 10%,
rarely up to 20%, have been observed.

15.6 Summary and conclusions

In this chapter we have presented an overview of decomposition-based analysis
techniques for large open queueing networks. We first presented the decomposition-
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based approach in general terms, without referring to any particular model class,
and proposed a general fixed-point iterative solution method for it. We concretized
this framework by describing the well-known QNA method, as proposed by Whitt
in the early 1980s, in that context, before describing our FiFiQueues approach. It
should be noted that the work on FiFiQueues has been performed by a group of
people over the last (almost) 15 years. To keep this chapter self-contained, we have
added appendices on various underlying building blocks. Inaddition to an extensive
evaluation with generally very favorable results for FiFiQueues, we also present a
theorem on the existence of a fixed-point solution for FiFiQueues (which has not
been published before).

In [40], we have also experimented with three-moment trafficdescriptors, as well
as with traffic descriptors taking into account correlations in the traffic streams.
However, in our experiments, the three-moment descriptorshave not significantly
improved the results for queueing networks with feedback incomparison to the
two-moment descriptors used by FiFiQueues. Since three-moment descriptors con-
siderably increase the runtime of the analysis, we currently refrain from using them.
Incorporating correlations in the traffic descriptors doeshold promise, however, this
should be investigated further before it can be made into a daily practice.

15.7 Appendix: Jackson queueing networks

The simplest open queueing networks allowing feedback are the so-called Jackson
queueing networks (JQNs). Their analytical performance evaluation was developed
by J.R. Jackson [20] in the 1950s.

15.7.1 Model class

In JQNs, all nodes are assumed to be infinite-buffer M|M|1 queues with the First-
Come-First-Served (FCFS) service discipline. In many modeling applications, the
restriction to Poisson arrival and service processes cannot be justified.

15.7.2 Traffic descriptor

In JQNs, all traffic processes (including the external arrival processes) are assumed
to be Poisson, hence a sufficient traffic descriptor only contains the arrival rateλ of
the traffic stream, denoted as〈λ 〉.
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15.7.3 Superposition of traffic streams

Merging two (possibly dependent) traffic streams does not necessarily yield a new
Poisson stream. However, it can be shown that the nodes of a JQN still can be
described by M|M|1 queues even when traffic merging occurs. Thus, to mergen
traffic streams specified by〈λ1〉, . . . ,〈λn〉 into one traffic stream〈λ 〉, one simply
adds the rates:

λ =
n

∑
i=1

λi .

15.7.4 Splitting traffic streams

The Markovian splitting of a Poisson stream〈λ 〉 again results inn Poisson streams.
Let p1, . . . , pn be the splitting probabilities, then the resulting streams〈λ1〉, . . . ,〈λn〉
are given by

λi = pi ·λ , i = 1, . . . ,n.

15.7.5 Servicing jobs

Let 〈λA〉 be the arrival traffic descriptor of the node, andµ its service rate. We
require thatλA < µ , otherwise the station is not stable. Burke [7] proved that the
departure process for a stable single server M|M|1 queue is a Poisson process with
rateλA, hence, the departure process can be described as〈λD〉 with λD = λA.

15.7.6 Node performance

Let 〈λA〉 be the arrival traffic descriptor, andµ the service rate of the node. Then,
ρ = λA/µ is the utilization of the node. Since the node is an M|M|1 queue, the
steady-state probabilityp j to find j customers in the queue can be easily derived
from the underlying birth-death Markov chain [16]:

p j = (1−ρ)ρ j , j = 0,1, . . .

Having computed the steady-state probabilities, quantities like the expected number
of jobs in the queueing station E[N] can be calculated as

E[N] =
∞

∑
j=0

j · p j =
ρ

1−ρ
.
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Then, Little’s law can be applied to compute the expected waiting time E[W].
Similarly, higher moments of measures can be computed too, e.g., the variance

of the number of customers in the node:

Var[N] =
∞

∑
j=0

( j−E[N])2 · p j =
ρ

(1−ρ)2 .

15.7.7 Network-wide performance

Since no losses occur and all nodes are required to be stable,the total throughputλthr

of the network, i.e., the average number of customers passing through the network
per time unit, is simply the sum of arrival ratesλext,i of the external arrival processes:

λthr =
n

∑
i=1

λext,i

where〈λext,i〉 is the external traffic arriving at nodei andn is the number of nodes.
Other performance measures may be derived from the node performance measures.
If λA,i is the total amount of traffic arriving at nodei, the expected number of visits
E[Vi] of a customer at nodei is given by [49, Eq. (77)]:

E[Vi ] = λA,i/λthr.

The expected total sojourn time E[Ttotal], i.e., the time a customer spends in the
network, defined as the sum of the expected sojourn times E[Ti ] at each nodei, thus
equals

E[Ttotal] =
n

∑
i=1

E[Ti ] =
n

∑
i=1

E[Vi ]

(
1
µi

+E[Wi ]

)
.

Since the total number of customersNtotal in the network is the sum of customers
present in each queueing station, we have

E[Ntotal] =
n

∑
i=1

E[Ni ],

where E[Ni ] is the expected number of jobs in nodei.

15.7.8 Complexity

If Γ = (r i j ) is the routing matrix, the traffic〈λA,i〉 arriving at nodei is given by the
so-calledfirst-order traffic equation:
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λA,i = λext,i +
n

∑
j=1

λD, j · r ji .

SinceλD,i = λA,i, the traffic equations form a system of linear equations which can
be expressed in vector/matrix notation asλA = λext+λA ·Γ, or, after transformation,
as

λA = λext(I−Γ)−1.

Thus, to findλA we solve the linear system

λA(I−Γ) = λext.

This system of equations can be solved by direct methods likeGaussian elimination,
resulting in a time complexity ofO(n3), or by iterative methods like Gauss-Seidel.
This implies that, due to the linearity of the involved equations, the analysis of JQNs
does not require the fixed-point iteration described in Section 15.2 (although, if an
iterative solver is used to solve the linear system, the fixed-point iteration can be
regarded as hidden in the solver).

For very large networks, we can make use of the fact that the routing matrix
typically is a sparse matrix. In this way, the time complexity of an iterative solver
such as Gauss-Seidel can be reduced to aboutO(c·n) wherec is the average number
of outgoing connections per station.

The expressions given in Section 15.7.6 for the node performance measures can
be computed in constant time for each node. For the network performance, most
results require summation over the number of nodes in the network which yields a
time complexity ofO(n).

15.8 Appendix: MAPs, PH-distributions and QBDs

In this appendix we introduce the fundamental mathematicalstructures and notation
used throughout this chapter. We begin with an important class of stochastic pro-
cesses, the Markovian Arrival Processes (MAP) in Section 15.8.1. Phase-type (PH)
renewal processes, which can be seen as special cases of MAPs, are introduced in
Section 15.8.2. The queueing processes that we have discussed in Section 15.4 have
underlying Markov chains that belong to the well-known class of continuous-time
Quasi-Birth-and-Death (QBD) processes. We give the formaldefinition of QBD
processes as well as methods to compute their steady-state solution. We first discuss
infinite QBDs in Section 15.8.3 and continue with finite QBDs in Section 15.8.4.
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15.8.1 Markovian Arrival Processes (MAPs)

15.8.1.1 Definition and notation

Markovian Arrival Processes (MAPs) [29, 30, 36] belong to the general class of
point processes and can be seen as special cases of Matrix Exponential Point Pro-
cesses (which, in turn, form a subset of the class of Semi-Markov Processes [16]).
MAPs cover many interesting processes including the Markov-Modulated Poisson
Processes (MMPPs) [10] and the phase-type (PH) renewal processes (see below).

A MAP can be described by a finite irreducible continuous-time Markov chain
(CTMC) with generator matrix Q where some transitions are “marked”. Every time
when the process passes through such a marked transition an event is triggered. The
time instants of these events form the point process. We follow the notation of [31]
and split the generator matrix into two matrices Q0 and Q1 as follows:

Q0 =




−q1 q12 . . . q1m

q21 −q2 . . . q2m
...

...
. . .

...
qm1 qm2 . . . −qm


 , Q1 =




a11 a12 . . . a1m

a21 a22 . . . a2m
...

...
. . .

...
am1 am2 . . . amm


 ,

with Q0 +Q1 = Q whereqi = aii + ∑m
j=1, j 6=i(qi j +ai j ). The elements of the matrix

Q1 give the transition rates of the marked transitions.1 In the following, we denote
a MAP by the pair(Q0,Q1) and callm thesizeof the MAP.

15.8.1.2 Characteristics

Some general results of the Markov-modulated Poisson process [10] can be easily
adapted to the MAP. In order to compute the behavior of a MAP(Q0,Q1) we first
need to choose the initial probability vector p of the MAP. Inanalogy to phase-type
renewal processes we start the MAP at an “arbitrary” arrivalepoch by choosing

p =
1

πQ11
πQ1,

whereπ is the steady-state probability vector of the MAP, i.e.,π(Q0 + Q1) = 0.
The thus-obtained process is said to beinterval-stationary. The inter-arrival time
distribution function of the interval-stationary processis given by

F(t) = 1−pexp(Q0t)1, (15.1)

1 This definition allows the following interpretation of the matrices Q0 and Q1: passing through
a transition given as entry of Q1 triggers the generation ofoneevent. Batch Markovian Arrival
Processes (BMAPs) generalize this viewpoint by introducing matrices Qi with i > 1 whose entries
describe transitions with batch arrivals of sizei.
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which leads to the following expression for thekth moment of the inter-arrival time:

E[Tk] = k!p(−Q0)
−(k+1)Q11. (15.2)

Hence, the first moment of the inter-arrival time is given by

E[T] =
1

πQ11
πQ1(−Q0)

−2Q11.

This equation can be further simplified by using the equations πQ1 = −πQ0 and
Q11 = −Q01 which follow from the definition ofπ , respectively, from the fact that
Q0 +Q1 is a stochastic matrix. We find that the arrival rateλ of a MAP (the inverse
of the first moment) is

λ = πQ11

which yields

E[Tk] =
k!
λ

π(−Q0)
−(k−1)1.

Let Ti be the time between theith and the(i + 1)st arrival in a MAP. Then, the
autocovariance functionR(k) for T1 andTk+1 with k≥ 1 is given by

R(k) = E[(T1−E[T1])(Tk+1−E[Tk+1])]

= p(−Q0)
−2Q1

{[
(−Q0)

−1Q1
]k−1−1p

}
(−Q0)

−11.

The limiting index of dispersionI of a MAP is given by [18]

I = lim
t→∞

Var[N(t)]
E[N(t)]

= 1+2

(
λ − 1

λ
πQ1(Q0 +Q1 +1π)−1Q11

)
,

whereN(t) is the counting process of the MAP.

15.8.1.3 Superposition and Markovian splitting

The class of MAPs is closed under superposition and Markovian splitting. The su-
perposition of two MAPs(A0,A1) and(B0,B1) is a new MAP(C0,C1) with

C0 = A0⊕B0, C1 = A1⊕B1,

where L⊕M = L⊗ I + I⊗M, and⊗ is the Kronecker product operator (also known
as tensor or matrix direct product operator).

The Markovian splitting of a MAP(A0,A1) with probabilityr gives two MAPs
(B0,B1) and(C0,C1) with

(B0,B1) = (A0 +(1− r)A1, rA1),

(C0,C1) = (A0 + rA1,(1− r)A1).
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15.8.1.4 Markov-Modulated Poisson Processes (MMPPs)

The MMPP is the doubly stochastic Poisson process whose arrival rate depends on
the state of an irreducible Markov process. Thus, MMPPs can be seen as MAPs
where the matrix Q1 is restricted to the form




a11 0 . . . 0
0 a22 . . . 0
...

...
.. .

...
0 0 . . . amm


 .

15.8.2 Phase-type (PH) renewal processes

15.8.2.1 Definition and notation

A continuous phase-type renewal process can be seen as a special MAP (A,A0α)
where A0 is a n× 1 column vector with entries andα is a 1× n row probability
vector. Consequently, it holds A0 =−A1.

We adopt the notation of [37] and denote PH renewal processesby the pair(α,A)
which can be interpreted as follows: then× n matrix A describes the transitions
from the n transient states of a CTMC withn+ 1 states. The last staten+ 1 is
an absorbing state and any transition (given by A0) from the transient state to the
absorbing state will trigger an arrival. After the arrival,the process will restart in the
transient statei with probabilityαi . Furthermore, PH inter-event time distributions
form a dense subset of all distributions with support on[0;∞), i.e., any distribution
can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a PH distribution [23].

15.8.2.2 Inter-event time characteristics

Obviously, the vectorα of the PH renewal process(α,A) is identical to the interval-
stationary probability vector p of the corresponding MAP. Hence, expressions for
the distribution function of the inter-event time and thek-th moment directly follow
from Equations (15.1) and (15.2) and we have

F(t) = 1−α exp(At)1,

respectively
E[Tk] = k!α(−A)−k1.

Note that the matrix A is nonsingular, so that all moments arefinite. From this
follows that the MAP(Q0,Q1) and the PH renewal process(p,Q0) have the same
inter-event time distribution.
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15.8.2.3 Superposition and Markovian splitting

The superposition of two PH renewal processes(α,A) and(β ,B) is a MAP(C0,C1)
with

C0 = A⊕B, C1 = A0α⊕B0β .

Note that the class of PH renewal processes is not closed under superposition.
The Markovian splitting of a PH renewal processes(α,A) with probability r

gives two PH renewal processes(α,A +(1− r)A0α) and(α ,A + rA0α).

15.8.3 Infinite QBDs

This section is based on Chapter 4 of [38]. Note that we use a simplified notation.

15.8.3.1 Definition

QBD processes [37] can be described as a generalization of the queueing process
of M|M|1 queueing stations. In the underlying Markov chain of such aqueue we
can identify an infinite number of states where statei describes thati jobs are in the
system. The transition from statei to i + 1 resp. fromi + 1 to i is marked by the
arrival rate resp. the service rate of the queueing station.

In QBDs, these states are replaced by so-calledlevels: level i still stands fori
jobs in system but in QBDs each level may consist of more than one state. Usually,
a two-dimensional addressing scheme is used for the states where(i, j) addresses
state j of level i. Note that in the QBD the number of levels is unbounded whereas
the number of states per level is required to be finite. Moreover, the levels 1,2, . . .
(therepeating levels) have to contain the same number of statesN. Level 0 is called
boundary leveland may contain a different number of statesN0.

In QBDs, two adjacent levelsi and i + 1 are not connected by one single tran-
sition. Instead, arbitrary transitions between the statesof two adjacent levels and
between states of the same level are allowed. Consequently,the transition rates are
specified by matrices:

• the entry(i, j) of theN0×N matrix B0,1 gives the transition rate from state(0, i)
to state(1, j). The opposite direction (from level 1 to level 0) is given similarly
by theN×N0 matrix B1,0.

• the entry(i, j) of matrix A0 gives the transition rate from state(l , i) to state
(l +1, j) wherel = 1,2, . . .. The opposite direction (from levell +1 to l ) is given
by matrix A2. Both matrices are of sizeN×N.

• transitions inside level 0 are specified by theN0×N0 matrix B0,0. Entry (i, j)
gives the transition rate from state(0, i) to state(0, j). Correspondingly, transi-
tions inside repeating levell (with l = 1,2, . . .) are specified by theN×N matrix
A1.
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As can be seen, all repeating levels have a similar transition structure. The above
described matrices directly lead to the generator matrix ofthe QBD Markov chain.
If we sort the states lexicographically, i.e., in the sequence

(0,1), . . . ,(0,N0),(1,1), . . . ,(1,N),(2,1), . . .

we obtain the tri-diagonal block generator matrix Q of infinite size:

Q =




B0,0 B0,1

B1,0 A1 A0

A2 A1 A0

A2 A1 A0
. . .

. . .
. . .




. (15.3)

15.8.3.2 Steady-state solution

The infinite steady-state probability vector v of the QBD Markov chain with gener-
ator matrix Q fulfills the global balance equation

v ·Q = 0, (15.4)

and the normalization condition
v ·1 = 1. (15.5)

In the following we write v0 for the vector(v1, . . . ,vN0) which contains the steady-
state probabilities for the states of level 0 and we write vi for the vector
(vN0+1+(i−1)·N, . . . ,vN0+i·N) which contains the steady-state probabilities of leveli =
1,2, . . .. With this notation we can rewrite Equations (15.4) and (15.5) as

v0B0,0 +v1B1,0 = 0, (15.6)

v0B0,1 +v1B1,1 +v2A2 = 0, (15.7)

viA0 +vi+1A1 +vi+2A2 = 0, for i = 1,2, . . . , (15.8)
∞

∑
i=0

vi1 = 1. (15.9)

The regular structure of Equation (15.8) is the key to the efficient solution of the
QBD. Two different classes of solution techniques can be distinguished: matrix-
geometric solution methods and transform methods. We will describe them briefly
in the following.
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15.8.3.3 Matrix-geometric solution methods

The main idea in this class of solution methods is that the solution vector v has a
matrix-geometric form, i.e., there exists a matrix R of sizeN×N with

vi = v1Ri−1, i = 1,2, . . . (15.10)

In [37], it is shown that R is the entry-wise smallest non-negative solution of the
quadratic matrix equation

A0 +RA1 +R2A2 = 0. (15.11)

The methods belonging to this class of solution methods try to solve this equation as
efficiently as possible. Once R has been determined, the complete stationary vector
v can be computed using Equations (15.6)–(15.10). Examplesfor such methods are
the Successive Substitution method [37], the Logarithmic Reduction method [28]
and its improvement [34].

15.8.3.4 Transform methods

Unlike the matrix-geometric solution methods the transform methods do not aim to
directly solve Equation (15.11). Instead, they first transform the problem into some
other domain in order to derive the solution of Equation (15.8). Three well known
methods belonging to this class are the Cyclic Reduction method [4], the Invariant
Subspace method [1], and the Spectral Expansion method [37,8].

15.8.4 Finite QBDs

15.8.4.1 Definition

Similar to infinite QBDs, finite QBDs can be seen as the generalization of the queue-
ing process of a bounded M|M|1|K queue. Finite QBD processes result in QBD
Markov chains with a finite numberK +1 of levels, hence two boundary levels can
be identified: thelower boundary level0 and theupper boundary level K.

In the following we will only treat a quite restricted class of finite QBDs that is
sufficient for the queueing process discussed in this chapter: The upper boundary
level has the same number of statesN as the repeating levels 1 throughK−1. Addi-
tionally, the transition rates between levelsK−1 andK are the same as between the
repeating levels — only one new matrix C is introduced that specifies the transition
rates inside levelK. The finite generator matrix of the QBD Markov chain then has
the following form:
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Q =




B0,0 B0,1

B1,0 A1 A0

A2 A1 A0

A2 A1 A0
. . .

. . .
. . .

A2 A1 A0

A2 C




. (15.12)

15.8.4.2 Steady-state solution

We search the finite steady-state probability vector v of theQBD Markov chain with
generator matrix Q that fulfills the global balance equation

v ·Q = 0 (15.13)

and the normalization condition
v ·1 = 1. (15.14)

As in the infinite case, we partition the vector v into subvectors vi where v0 =
(v1, . . . ,vN0) and vi = (vN0+1+(i−1)·N, . . . ,vN0+i·N), for i = 1, . . . ,K. It is important
to note that the solution of Equation (15.13) is uncritical with respect to space com-
plexity. Due to the special structure of the Markov chain it is not necessary to hold
the whole matrix Q in memory but only the matrices B0,0, B1,0, B0,1, B1,1, A0, A1,
A2 and C. In terms of these matrices, Equation (15.13) becomes:

v0B0,0 +v1B1,0 = 0 (15.15)

v0B0,1 +v1B1,1 +v2A2 = 0 (15.16)

viA0 +vi+1A1 +vi+2A2 = 0, for i = 1, . . . ,K−2, (15.17)

vK−1A0 +vKC = 0 (15.18)

Since Q is of finite size, Equation (15.13) can be solved by an ordinary Gauss-
Seidel-iteration which performs very efficiently due to theband-structure of Q.
More sophisticated algorithms have been developed on the basis of the solution
methods for infinite QBDs; most of the algorithms presented in Section 15.8.3 have
been extended to the treatment of finite QBDs.

In addition to these methods some authors have developed solution methods
especially adapted to QBDs arising from PH|PH|1|K queues (see Section 15.4).
Such methods are the Bocharov-Naoumov method [6], two methods proposed by
Chakravarthy and Neuts in [9], and the Cyclic-Reduction method [3].
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15.9 Appendix: Existence of the fixed point

In general, it is not known for the fixed-point iteration algorithm described in Sec-
tion 15.2 whether the searched fixed point exists, is unique or will be reached. How-
ever, some intermediate results are available for FiFiQueues which we will present
here. In the following we give a proof that the fixed point exists for a modified
version of the original FiFiQueues algorithm.

15.9.1 Notation and Brouwer’s theorem

Given a queueing network withn stations, we defineD⊂ R2n where the tuple
(〈

λa,1,c
2
a,1

〉
, . . . ,

〈
λa,n,c

2
a,n

〉)
∈ D

gives for each nodei ∈ {1, . . . ,n} the traffic descriptor
〈

λa,i ,c2
a,i

〉
of its arrival traf-

fic. Then the operations performed by FiFiQueues during stepk+ 1 of the fixed-
point iteration can be expressed as a functionH : D→D [47] which computes from
the traffic descriptor dk obtained from stepk the new traffic descriptor dk+1, that is,

dk+1 = H(dk),

where d0 is the initial traffic descriptor used in the iteration. We use theBrouwer
fixed-point theorem[45] to prove the existence of the fixed point for the functionH.
It states:

Let D⊂ Rm be a non-empty, closed, convex, and bounded set, and H: D→ D con-
tinuous. Then H has a fixed point.

A first proof of the existence of the fixed point has been discussed in [47] for spe-
cial service processes. The proof presented in the following applies to arbitrary PH
renewal service processes. We first show in Section 15.9.2 that the requirements to
the setD are met. The continuity ofH is shown in Sections 15.9.3–15.9.5.

15.9.2 Properties ofD

Lower and upper bounds for the arrival rateλa,i of a nodei exist. It holds that

0≤ λa,i ≤ λmax,i

where the upper boundλmax,i is the maximum arrival rate that will only be reached
if all queueing stations operate with a load of 100%. It is given by

λmax = λext(I−Γ)−1,
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whereΓ is the routing matrix andλext,i is the rate of the external traffic arriving
at nodei. As previously explained, FiFiQueues limits the squared coefficient of
variation to 1

10 to prevent the generation of PH distributions with more than10 states.
Originally, no upper bound is provided for the coefficients but we can safely define

c2
a,i := min(c2

max,c
2
a,i), i = 1, . . . ,n,

with c2
max= 1000 without affecting the analysis. We thus obtain thatD is the non-

empty, closed and convex interval

[(〈
0, 1

10

〉
, . . . ,

〈
0, 1

10

〉)
,
(〈

λmax,1,c
2
max

〉
, . . . ,

〈
λmax,1,c

2
max

〉)]
⊂ R2n,

as required.

15.9.3 Continuity ofH

The functionH performs for each node the following operations to compute the
traffic descriptors for the next iteration in the algorithm:

1. the service operation;
2. the traffic splitting;
3. the traffic merging.

The traffic merging step is a function of the traffic descriptors generated during
the splitting operation. The traffic splitting, in turn, is afunction of the departure-
traffic descriptor as computed by the service operation. An inspection of the in-
volved terms for the traffic merging (Equation (15.1) and (15.2)), the traffic splitting
(Equation (15.3)), and the service operation (Equations (15.5), (15.8), and (15.11))
shows that the proof of continuity reduces to the question whether, for a given node,
the loss probabilityπ (in case of a finite queue) and the varianceσ2

0 are continuous
functions of the arrival traffic

〈
λa,c2

a

〉
. Sinceπ andσ2

0 depend on the stationary
distribution v of the underlying CTMC we can make use of the following theorem
[32] to prove this continuity:

The stationary distribution of a CTMC as function of the transition ratesλ1, . . . ,λn

of the generator matrix is continuous for allλi > 0, i = 1, . . . ,n if the CTMC has
exactly one irreducible set of states.

The underlying CTMC of a queueing station has exactly one irreducible set of states
since it is a QBD. Then, the question is, how do the transitionrates of the generator
matrix depend on

〈
λa,c2

a

〉
? FiFiQueues uses the traffic descriptor to determine a PH

renewal process that represents the arrival traffic. This arrival PH process is then
combined with the service PH process of the node to constructthe generator matrix.
For fixedc2

a the transition rates of the generator matrix are a continuous function
of the arrival rateλa. The theorem then yields the continuity of v as function ofλa.
However, varyingc2

a may cause FiFiQueues to change the size and structure of the
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PH representation. Such a change also influences the size andstructure of the QBD.
As a consequence, the theorem can only be applied for values of c2

a that do not cause
such a change. We obtain:

1. v is continuous forc2
a > 1, since then the PH distribution always takes the same,

hyper-exponential, form.
2. v is continuous forc2

a ∈
(

1
m+1, 1

m

)
, for all m∈ {1, . . . ,9}.

The other cases, i.e.,c2
a = 1

m,m∈ {1, . . . ,10}, have to be separately discussed. In the
following we only show the continuity ofπ . The proof forσ2

0 is done in a similar
way.

15.9.4 Continuity forc2
a = 1

We show that
lim

c2
aր1

π(c2
a) = π(c2

a = 1) = lim
c2
aց1

π(c2
a)

which yields the continuity ofπ aroundc2
a = 1.

15.9.4.1 Case c2a = 1

If c2
a = 1, the arrival PH distribution is a negative-exponential distribution with rate

λa. Following the notation used in Section 15.4.5, we obtain the steady-state proba-
bility distribution v= by solving the global balance equations

v=
0 (−λa)+v=

1 B0 = 0
v=

0 λaβ +v=
1 (−λaI +B)+v=

2 B0β = 0
v=

1 λaI +v=
2 (−λaI +B)+v=

3 B0β = 0
. . .

v=
K−1λaI +v=

KB = 0






(15.1)

and
v= ·1 = 1,

where(β ,B) is the service PH process andK is the queueing capacity. The loss
probabilityπ= is then given as

π= = π(c2
a = 1) =

1
λa

v=
K (λa⊗ I) ·1 = v=

K ·1.
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15.9.4.2 Case c2aց 1

If c2
a > 1, FiFiQueues selects the PH renewal process(α,A) as representation of the

arrival traffic with

A =

(
−λ0 0

0 −λ1

)
and α = (p,1− p),

wherep = 1
2 + 1

2

√
c2
a−1

c2
a+1

, λ0 = 2pλa andλ1 = 2(1− p)λa.

Let v> be the steady-state probability distribution of the resulting QBD. To ease
the following calculations we split the components v>

i , i= 0, . . . ,K, of the probabil-
ity distribution vector into two parts v>i = (v>

i1,v
>
i2) where v>i1 and v>i2 are associated

with the first resp. the second state of the arrival PH process. The vector v> is then
determined by the following equations:

v>
01(−λ0)+v>

11B
0 = 0, (15.2)

v>
02(−λ1)+v>

12B
0 = 0, (15.3)

v>
01pλ0β +v>

02pλ1β +v>
11(−λ0I +B)+v>

21B
0β = 0, (15.4)

v>
01(1− p)λ0β +v>

02(1− p)λ1β +v>
12(−λ1I +B)+v>

22B
0β = 0, (15.5)

v>
11pλ0I +v>

12pλ1I +v>
21(−λ0I +B)+v>

31B
0β = 0, (15.6)

v>
11(1− p)λ0I +v>

12(1− p)λ1I +v>
22(−λ1I +B)+v>

32B
0β = 0, (15.7)

. . .

v>
K−1,1pλ0I +v>

K−1,2pλ1I +v>
K1((p−1)λ0I +B)+v>

K2pλ1I = 0, (15.8)

v>
K−1,1(1− p)λ0I +v>

K−1,2(1− p)λ1I+

v>
K1(1− p)λ0I +v>

K2(−pλ1I +B) = 0, (15.9)

and
v> ·1 = 1.

The loss probabilityπ> of the station is then given as

π> =
1
λa

v>
K (A0⊗ I) ·1 =

1
λa

(v>
K1λ0 +v>

K2λ1)I ·1. (15.10)

Summing Equations (15.2) and (15.3), (15.4) and (15.5),. . ., gives:

s0 + t1B0 = 0
−s0β +s1I + t1B+ t2B0β = 0
−s1I +s2I + t2B+ t3B0β = 0

. . .
−sK−1I + tKB = 0






(15.11)

wheresi = v>
i1(−λ0)+v>

i2(−λ1) andti = v>
i1 +v>

i2. Forc2
aց 1 we havep→ 1

2. From
this, it follows
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lim
c2
aց1

λ0 = lim
c2
aց1

λ1 = λa,

and
lim

c2
aց1

si =−λa lim
c2
aց1

ti , i = 0, . . . ,k.

By applying these limits to Equation (15.11) we observe their correspondence with
Equation (15.1). Hence, we obtain forc2

aց 1:

lim
c2
aց1

ti = lim
c2
aց1

(v>
i1 +v>

i2) = v=
i ,

which provides, with Equation (15.10), the desired relationship

lim
c2
aց1

π> = π=.

15.9.4.3 Case c2aր 1

If 0.5 < c2
a < 1, the arrival PH distribution is a modified hypo-exponential distribu-

tion (α,A) as defined in Section 15.4.5 where

A =

(
−λ0 λ0

0 −λ1

)
and α = (1,0).

Let v< be the steady-state probability distribution of the resulting QBD. Again,
we split the components v<

i , i= 0, . . . ,K, of the probability distribution vector into
two parts v<i = (v<

i1,v
<
i2), where v<i1 and v<i2 are associated with the first resp. the

second state of the arrival PH distribution. The vector v< is then determined by the
following equations:

v<
01(−λ0)+v<

11B
0 = 0, (15.12)

v<
01λ0 +v<

02(−λ1)+v<
12B

0 = 0, (15.13)

v<
02λ1β +v<

11(−λ0I +B)+v<
21B

0β = 0, (15.14)

v<
11λ0I +v<

12(−λ1I +B)+v<
22B

0β = 0, (15.15)

v<
12λ1I +v<

21(−λ0I +B)+v<
31B

0β = 0, (15.16)

v<
21λ0I +v<

22(−λ1I +B)+v<
32B

0β = 0, (15.17)

. . .

v<
K−1,2λ1I +v<

K1(−λ0I +B)+v<
K2λ1I = 0, (15.18)

v<
K1λ0I +v<

K2(−λ1I +B) = 0, (15.19)

and
v< ·1 = 1.

The loss probabilityπ< of the station is then given as
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π< =
1
λa

v<
K (A0⊗ I) ·1 =

1
λa

v<
K2λ1I ·1. (15.20)

From Equation (15.19) we obtain

v<
K2λ1I = v<

K1λ0I +v<
K2B,

which yields with Equation (15.20):

π< =
1
λa

(v<
K1λ0I +v<

K2B) ·1. (15.21)

Using simple substitutions we derive from Equations (15.12)–(15.19):

v<
01(−λ0)+v<

11B
0 = 0

(v<
01λ0 +v<

12B
0)β +v<

11(−λ0I +B)+v<
21B

0β = 0
(v<

11λ0I +v<
12B+v<

22B
0β )+v<

21(−λ0I +B)+v<
31B

0β = 0
(v<

K−1,1λ0I +v<
K−1,2B+v<

K2B0β )+v<
K1B+v<

K2B = 0





(15.22)

For c2
aր 1 we haveλ0→ λa andλ1→ ∞. Solving Equations (15.13), (15.15), . . . ,

(15.19) for v<i2 then gives

v<
i2→ 0, i = 0, . . . ,K.

By applying these limits to Equation (15.22) we observe their correspondence with
Equation (15.1). Hence we obtain forc2

aր 1:

v<
i1→ v=

i and v<i2→ 0, i = 0, . . . ,K,

which gives, applied to Equation (15.21):

lim
c2
aր1

π< = π=,

as required.

15.9.5 Continuity forc2
a = 1

m,m∈ {2, . . . ,10}

The transition rates of the hypo-exponential PH distributions forc2
a < 1 are defined

as functions of the number of phasesm=
⌈

1
c2
a

⌉
. The inherent discontinuity suggests

that the steady-state distribution of the resulting QBD is discontinuous, too. To im-
prove the behavior of the arrival distribution with regard to the continuity, [47] pro-
poses to modify FiFiQueues’ PH fitting procedure forc2

a < 1 as follows. Given the
mean inter-arrival time E[X] = 1/λa and the squared coefficient of variationc2

a, we

fit the PH distribution(α,A) with m =
⌈

1
c2
a

⌉
phases and initial probability vector
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α = (1,0, . . . ,0). The matrix A is given as

A =




−λ0 λ0

−λ1 λ1
. . .

. . .
−λm−2 λm−2

−λm−1




, (15.23)

where

λi = 1/(c2
aE[X]), for 0≤ i < m−2,

λm−2 =
λm−1

E[X]λm−1(1− (m−2)c2
a)−1

,

λm−1 =
1− (m−2)c2

a+
√

(c2
a)

2(2m−m2)+2c2
a(m−1)−1

E[X]((m−1)(m−2)(c2
a)

2 +c2
a(3−2m)+1)

As can be seen, the transition ratesλi for i < m−2 are now continuous functions
of c2

a. This causes that important statistics of this new PH renewal process, e.g., the
third moment of the inter-arrival time, are now continuous at values ofc2

a where
a size change happens. Note that this is not true for the original PH distribution.
Figure 15.17 illustrates this by comparing the third momentof both PH distributions
for values ofc2

a around 0.5 (i.e., when the sizem changes from 3 to 2).
Forc2

aր 1
m, m∈ {1, . . . ,9}, the new PH distribution (withm+1 phases) yields

λi −→ mλa, for 0≤ i < m, (15.24)

λm −→ ∞. (15.25)

Hence, the proof of lim
c2
aր1

π(c2
a) = π(c2

a = 1) for m = 1, as given in the previous

section, is still valid and we only have to prove that

lim
c2
aր 1

m

π(c2
a) = π(c2

a =
1
m

)

for m∈ {2, . . . ,9}. For c2
a = 1

m the arrival PH distribution(α=,A=) is an Erlang-
m distribution. Again, let v= be the steady-state probability vector of the resulting
QBD with c2

a = 1
m, m∈ {2, . . . ,10}. We split the components v=

i , i= 0, . . . ,K, of the
probability distribution vector intom parts v=i = (v=

i1, . . . ,v
=
im) where v=ij is associ-

ated with thej-th state of the arrival PH distribution. The probabilitiesare deter-
mined by v= ·1 = 1 and by the global balance equations of the QBD. For level 0 of
the QBD, when no customers are in the queueing station, we obtain
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Fig. 15.17: Third moment of the original (Equation (15.4)) and the modified (Equa-
tion (15.23)) PH distribution as function ofc2

a

v=
01(−λ =)+v=

11B
0 = 0,

v=
01λ = +v=

02(−λ =)+v=
12B

0 = 0,

. . .

v=
0,m−1λ = +v=

0m(−λ =)+v=
1mB0 = 0,

whereλ = = mλa. For level 1≤ i < K, we have

v=
i−1,mλ =β +v=

i1(−λ =I +B)+v=
i+1,1B

0β = 0,

v=
i1λ =I +v=

i2(−λ =I +B)+v=
i+1,2B

0β = 0,

. . .

v=
i,m−1λ =I +v=

im(−λ =I +B)+v=
i+1,mB0β = 0,

and, finally, for levelK:

v=
K−1,mλ =I +v=

K1(−λ =I +B)+v=
Kmλm−1I = 0,

v=
K1λ =I +v=

K2(−λ =I +B) = 0,

. . .

v=
K,m−1λ =I +v=

Km(−λ =I +B) = 0.

The loss probabilityπ= of the station is given by
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π= =
1
λa

v=
K (A0

=⊗ I) ·1 =
1
λa

v=
Kmλ =I ·1.

For 1
m+1 ≤ c2

a < 1
m the resulting arrival PH process(α<,A<) has m+ 1 states

and the steady-state probability vector v< of the QBD has additional components
v<

i,m+1, i = 0, . . . ,K. Let λ0,. . . ,λm+1 be the transition rates of the PH process. The
global balance equations for level 0 are

v<
01(−λ0)+v<

11B
0 = 0,

v<
01λ0 +v<

02(−λ1)+v<
12B

0 = 0,

. . .

v<
0mλm−1 +v<

0,m+1(−λm)+v<
1,m+1B

0 = 0.

For level 1≤ i < K, we have

v<
i−1,m+1λmβ +v<

i1(−λ0I +B)+v<
i+1,1B

0β = 0,

v<
i1λ0I +v<

i2(−λ1I +B)+v<
i+1,2B

0β = 0,

. . .

v<
imλm−1I +v<

i,m+1(−λmI +B)+v<
i+1,m+1B

0β = 0,

and for levelK:

v<
K−1,m+1λmI +v<

K1(−λ0I +B)+v<
K,m+1λmI = 0 (15.26)

v<
K1λ0I +v<

K2(−λ1I +B) = 0 (15.27)

. . .

v<
Kmλm−1I +v<

K,m+1(−λmI +B) = 0. (15.28)

The loss probabilityπ< is given by

π< =
1
λa

v<
K (A0

<⊗ I) ·1 =
1
λa

v<
K,m+1λmI ·1. (15.29)

From Equation (15.28) we obtain

v<
K,m+1λmI = v<

Kmλm−1I +v<
K,m+1B,

which yields with Equation (15.29):

π< =
1
λa

(v<
Kmλm−1I +v<

K,m+1B) ·1. (15.30)

Solving the global balance equations for v<
i,m+1 and applying the limits from (15.24)

and (15.25) gives
v<

i,m+1→ 0, i = 0, . . . ,K.
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Similar to the casec2
aր 1 of the original PH distribution (see Equation (15.22)),

transforming the global balance equations finally yields

v<
ij → v=

ij ,

v<
i,m+1→ 0, i = 0, . . . ,K and j = 1, . . . ,m,

which gives, applied to Equation (15.30):

lim
c2
aր 1

m

π< = π=,

as required.

We now have shown that the loss probabilityπ is a continuous function ofc2
a.

Together with the continuity of the varianceσ2
0 (not shown here), this yields the

continuity of the the functionH, and, as consequence, the existence of the fixed
point.

Note that experiments have shown that the original FiFiQueues and the modified
version using the new hypo-exponential PH distributions compute nearly identical
results with relative errors of less than 10−4.
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